
2012 London Olympic Measurement rides 13 June 2012

Work-in-progress: Comparison of  raw measurement data from Hugh  
Jones and Mike Sandford

This draft was written 20/6/2012 by M.Sandford

1. Raw Data
I transmitted by raw data xls file to Hugh and David on 13 June at 1521.  I received a quick reply 
from Hugh correcting the calibration course length to 328.57m and an indication that my 
measurement was in close  agreement his for lap 1 but 3m shorter than his for lap 2. So this would 
make my  measurement for the 1 short lap + 3 long laps about 9m shorter. David's and Hugh's 
results were very close. 

Although the agreement between these overall results is certainly good enough that the course can 
be satisfactorily adjusted to the marathon distance, I wanted to explore my data more closely to see 
if there were any mistakes in my readings or other explanations of the 3m difference on the long lap 
of 12.8km. Therefore, when on 19 June Hugh sent me his draft measurement report (dated 14 June) 
I set about comparing Hugh's measurements of the individual splits with mine.

Hugh's data were presented in the form of accumulated distances over the marathon course of 1 
short lap plus 3 long laps. He calculated the necessary adjustments for the the 2 turn round points. 
His presentation is in a form suitable for a measurement report for certification.

2. Comparison of interval distances
The spreadsheet which I had prepared is in a simpler form. It presents in order of riding the counter 
readings we took during one short lap followed by one long lap. I decide to use this form of 
presentation to compare my ride counts with Hugh's. I copied Hugh's raw counts onto the 
corresponding cells in my format of spreadsheet, then calculated the incremental and cumulative 
distances for each lap. Finally I took the difference between distances calculated for Hugh and for 
me.

The result is shown on the following page.

Agreement was good for the small lap.

For the large lap Mike measured 3.1m less than Hugh. For 5 intervals there was an appreciable 
difference between Mike and Hugh's results:

The pair of intervals marked in yellow, could be due to Mike making a 0.55m error in locating his 
bike to take the reading at the reference location “Last LP before Waterloo Bridge”. This has caused 
the preceding interval to be short and the next interval long – both by about 0.55m. Alternatively, 
this could be caused by an incorrect reading of Mike's counter, however the value recorded, 98680 
would need to be changed to 98686. This is clearly not one of the occasional digit transposition 
errors. It is possible that six could have been read as a zero, although visibility was quite good. 

For the 3 intervals highlighted in red Hugh – Mike was more than 0.5m. Together these 3 intervals 
account for 2m of the 3.1m difference in overall ride length. These intervals are considered in detail 
on subsequent pages. 





In the following pages we show

1. The route of the interval from Paternoster Sq to 1s LP in Cheapside and on a further 70m to 
the next interval at Bread Street East Kerb. This is a very twisty section. Perhaps Mike rode so 
several of the corners too tight. In a number of places the kerb height was reduced to zero on he 
corners although the stones marking the kerb wer still visible laid flush with both pavement and 
road, so the intended route was clear and I tried to follow that ridden by Hugh and David.

2. The route from the traffic light Leadenhall Street to then fingerpost East Cheap. This stats 
with a coned radius into Whittington Avenue, which Hugh and David measured with a tape and 
chalked on the road. Part of this interval is on small partly round rectangular paving slabs which 
provide an uneven surface somewhat similar to rounded cobbles. Tyre calibration could be changed 
on this surface by a small amount, and the change could be different for different tyres.

3. The route from the Tower Hill turnround reference to London Bridge Lamp post 2. The first 
part of this route is straight forward but the final 150 m or so had 3 sharp right angle bends (with 
lowered kerbs, and a section of cobbles.

3. Conclusion

It is possible that Mike cut corners slightly less than 30cm from the edge of the course. Hugh with 
his great familiarity with the route is likely to have ridden a better line. The effect of cobbles on the 
calibration could also have contributed to the difference.

It will be interesting to add David's raw figures to this analysis, is his intervals are in close 
agreement with Hugh's as his overall distance was then it would lend weight to the view that Mike 
rode rather close on some corners.



paternostersq : 1.03 km

Good Run Guide - Print Route http://www.goodrunguide.co.uk/PrintRoute.asp?PrintMapType=H&Prin...
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leadenhall market : 0.43 km

Good Run Guide - Print Route http://www.goodrunguide.co.uk/PrintRoute.asp?PrintMapType=H&Prin...
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 Entrance to Whittington Ave &
Leadenhall Market
Coned off to provide radius



Cobbles in Whittington Ave 
at Junction with Lime Str.



towerhillturn-londonbridge : 0.85 km

Good Run Guide - Print Route http://www.goodrunguide.co.uk/PrintRoute.asp?PrintMapType=H&PrintFormat=L&PrintMargin=2&Pr...
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